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Abstract. An approach to automatically extract pertinent subsets of
soft output classifiers, assumed to decision rules, is presented in this pa-
per. They are aggregated into a global decision scheme using the Choquet
integral. A selection scheme is defined that discards weak or redundant
decision rules, keeping only the most relevant subset. An experimental
study, based on real world data attest the interest of our method.

1 Introduction

A pattern recognition system can be roughly decomposed into three successive
steps [6,18]. Firstly, the shapes are extracted from their surrounding background.
This step, called segmentation, relies heavily on a priori knowledge of the doc-
uments to be processed. Secondly, a representation is built from the extracted
patterns. This representation allows to computationally judge the (dis)similarity
between two patterns. It can either be a set of measurements performed on the
patterns, forming a vector of features, or a symbolic description of how the pat-
tern can be divided into basic shapes. Thirdly, a decision rule is built, using
the representation of the pattern. This rule predicts to which class an observed
pattern most likely belongs. It can either be built by introducing some expert
knowledge about the patterns, or learned on a representative subset of labeled
patterns. Surveys on pattern representation and classification techniques over
the last decade fail to conclude whether a set of generic methods performing
best on any kind of document, can be found [6,3,11]. Rather, a collection of
techniques has been developed to address domain specific issues. For a given
application, the choice of a pattern representation or a decision scheme relies
at best on the extensive testing of several combinations of techniques. It is not
uncommon that a designer chooses by making an educated guess between the
techniques he has at hand, or between those he is the most acquainted with. A
tempting approach is to combine several decision rules, based on various repre-
sentations and classification schemes, instead of electing only one. The expected
outcome is a more robust final decision, taking advantage of all the decision
rules qualities. This approach appears well suited to cope with cases where the
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available data is too scarce to determine the best method by thorough testing, or
to build robust decision rules by learning. Many classifier combination systems
have been proposed and compared in the literature [9,16,10,19]. In this paper,
an improvement of the aggregation of decision rules using the Choquet integral
is proposed. The Choquet integral is part of the aggregation techniques based
on fuzzy integrals and have been successfully used as fusion operators in various
applications.

2 Background on Choquet Integral Fusion

2.1 Decision Rules Fusion

Let us consider m classes, C = {C1, . . . , Cm}, and n Decision Rules (DRs) X =
{D1, . . . , Dn}. When a new pattern xo is observed, we wish to find the class it
most likely belongs to. Labeling this unknown pattern is a three-steps process.
Firstly, for each decision rule j and each class i, we compute φi

j the degree of con-
fidence in the statement “According to Dj , xo belongs to the class Ci”. Secondly,
we combine all these partial confidence degrees into a global confidence degree by
choosing a suitable aggregation operator H. Thus, the global confidence degree in
the statement “xo belongs to Ci”, noted Φ(Ci|xo), is given by:

Φ(Ci|xo) = H(φi
1, . . . , φ

i
n)

Finally, xo is assigned to the class for which the confidence degree is the highest.

label(xo) =
m

arg
i=1

max Φ(Ci|xo)

Many aggregation operators were introduced in the literature. If the classification
issue implies more than two classes, two learning approaches can be followed.
Either each class Ci is paired with his own aggregation operator Hi, or a single
global aggregation operator is learned. In the former case, the final decision
is slightly modified as the global confidence degree depends on the operator
associated with the class.

Φ(Ci|xo) = Hi(φi
1, . . . , φ

i
n)

2.2 Fuzzy Measures and the Choquet Integral

The Choquet integral was first introduced in the capacity theory [2,15]. Let us
denote by X = {D1, . . . , Dn} the set of n decision rules, and P the power set of
X, i.e. the set of all subsets of X .

Definition 1. A fuzzy measure or capacity, μ, defined on X is a set function
μ : P(X) −→ [0, 1], verifying the following axioms:
μ(∅) = 0, μ(X) = 1
A ⊆ B =⇒ μ(A) � μ(B)
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Fuzzy measures generalize additive measures, by replacing the additivity ax-
iom by a weaker one (monotonicity). Fuzzy measures embed particular cases
including probability measure, possibility and necessity measures, or belief and
plausibility functions. In our context of decision rules fusion, μ(A) represents
the importance, or the degree of trust in the decision provided by the subset
A of DRs. The next step in building a final decision, is to combine the partial
confidence degree according to each DR into a global confidence degree, taking
those weights into account.

Definition 2. Let μ be a fuzzy measure on X. The discrete Choquet integral of
φ = [φ1, . . . , φn]t with respect to μ, noted Cμ(φ), is defined by:

Cμ(φ) =
n∑

j=1

φ(j)[μ(A(j)) − μ(A(j+1))]

where (.) is a permutation and A(j) = {(j), . . . , (n)} represents the [j..n] associ-
ated criteria in increasing order and A(n+1) = ∅.

2.3 Determining the Fuzzy Measure

There are several methods to determine the most adequate fuzzy measure to
be used for a given application and the most straightforward learning approach
is based on optimization techniques. The aim is to find the fuzzy measure that
minimizes best a criterion on the training set, such has the square error. Con-
sidering (xk, yk), k = 1, . . . , l, l learning samples where xk = [xk

1 , . . . , xk
n]t is a

n-dimensional vector, and yk the expected global evaluation of object k, the fuzzy

measure can be determined by minimizing [5]: E2 =
l∑

k=1
(Cμ(xk

1 , . . . , xk
n) − yk)2.

This criterion can be put under a quadratic program form and solved by the
Lemke method. Nevertheless the method requires at least n!/[(n/2)!]2 learning
samples. When little data is available, matrices may be ill-conditioned, causing
a bad behavior of the algorithm. To cope with the above problems, “heuristic”
algorithms have been developed. To our knowledge, the algorithm providing the
best approximation was proposed by Grabisch in [4]. It assumes that in the
absence of any information, the most reasonable way to aggregate the partial
matching degrees is to compute the arithmetic mean on all the inputs.

2.4 Behavioral Analysis of the Aggregation

The importance index is based on the definition proposed by Shapley in game
theory [17]. It is defined for a fuzzy measure μ and a rule i as:

σ(μ, i) =
1
n

n−1∑

t=0

1(
n−1

t

)
∑

T ⊆X\i
|T |=t

[μ(T ∪ i) − μ(T )]
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It can be interpreted as a average value of the marginal contribution μ(T ∪ i) −
μ(T ) of the decision rule i alone in all combinations. The interaction index [14]
represents the degree of interaction between two decision rules. If the fuzzy
measure is non-additive then some sources interact. The marginal interaction
between I and j, conditioned to the presence of elements of the combination
T ⊆ X\ij is:

(Δijμ)(T ) = μ(T ∪ ij) + μ(T ) − μ(T ∪ i) − μ(T ∪ j)

Averaging this criterion over all the subsets of T ⊆ X\ij gives the interaction
index of sources i and j.

I(μ, ij) =
∑

T⊆X\ij

(n − t − 2)!t!
(n − 1)!

(Δijμ)(T )

A positive interaction index for two DRs i and j means that the importance of
one DR is reinforced by the second. A negative interaction index indicates that
the sources are antagonist, and their combined use impairs the final decision.

3 Extraction of Decision Rules

3.1 Handling with Learning Error

Lattices (associated to fuzzy measures) are initialized at the arithmetic mean,
and are approximated using a training set via a gradient descent. From training
pattern, m training samples are created Φ1, . . . , Φm, with Φi = (φi

1, . . . , φ
i
m)

where φi
j represents the confidence in the fact that the sample belongs to class i,

according to DR j. Each of these samples is paired with a target value, i.e. the
value an ideal operator would output using this sample as input. For techniques
that use a single fuzzy measure no real formula exists and often the following
one is used:

Cμ(Φi) =
{

1, if sample belongs to class i,
0, otherwise.

For techniques that use a different fuzzy measure per class, the optimal target
value minimizing the quadratic error is known for two classes [4]. Best criterion
is defined as follows.

E2 =
∑

i

∑

j

|Ψ(ΔΦ12(X
j
k)) − 1|2

with Xj
k is the kth training data of class j, Ψ a sigmoid-type function and ΔΦ12

is given by:
ΔΦ12 = Φμ1(C1|Xj

k) − Φμ2 (C2|Xj
k)

The error used in the gradient descent algorithm is given by:

e = Ψ(ΔΦ12(X
j
k)) − 1)
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The criterion is modified as follows to process with N-classes:

ΔΦqrr∈X−{q} = Φμq(Cq |Xj
k) −

⊗

{r∈X−{q}}
Φμr (Cr|Xj

k)

with q and r two classes. Operator
⊗

can be a median, min... Here the max
was kept to move away ambiguous classes and so to favor a discrimate behav-
ior. Median is interesting to preserve acceptable results even if some sources
may be contradictory. The sign of ΔΦqrr∈X−{q} is studied to set the error to be
propagated in the lattice as follows.

sign(ΔΦqrr∈X−{q}) =
{

+e = 1./f(ΔΦqrr∈X−{q})
−0, e = 0 for q, 1 for others.

with f an increasing function.

3.2 Weaker Decision Rule Extraction

Once the lattice is learned, the individual performance of each DR is analysed
in the produced fuzzy measure. This analysis is performed using the importance
and interaction indexes defined in 2.4. The aim is to track the DRs having the
weak importance in the final decision, and that positively interact the least with
the other rules. Such DRs are assuming to blur the final decision. First low
significant rules SL having an importance index lower than 1 are selected:

SL = {k | n · σ(μ, k) < 1}

The set of rules to be removed MSL is composed of the rules having an interac-
tion index lower than the mean of the interaction indexes of SL:

MSL = {k |
∑

j=1,n

I(μ, kj) < m}k∈SL

with the global mean interaction index m = 1
|SL|

∑
k∈SL

∑
j=1,n I(μ, kj)

3.3 Extracting Decision Rules

We use the classic fuzzy pattern matching setup. Each class C1, . . . , Cn is asso-
ciated with a fuzzy measure μ1, . . . , μn. The evaluation measures are generally
classifier dependant [13]. For their computation the classification of training data
must be performed to identify the fuzzy measure for each class. The application
of our learning algorithm followed by the extraction of the most relevant DRs
forms a training epoch is quite similar to global scheme but regarding a set of
classes aggregated at las using a argmax criterion. As it is not easy to valuate
each combinaison of classes. we consider them indepedently. A Greedy feature
selection algorithm is used to ensure a continuous extraction of unexpected fea-
tures per class. At each epoch the weakest descriptor calculated from indices
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is removed and so on, while improving a gain (recognition rates). The overall
algorithm is described below.
% Initialization %
For EachCi C

– Learned μi

– Extract weakest descriptor
End For Each
% Main %
While Minimization is on the way

– Replace old capacity with new capacity
– Evaluate gain (minimizing cost function)
– Keep the ”best” new capacity
– Extract feature for that new capacity

End while

4 Experimental Results

The proposed approach being aimed at situations where little information is
available for training, databases having a fair number of categories and a small
number of samples have been used . For the experiments, several decision rules
are set from different photometric descriptors associated to a basic similarity
measure to belong in the same range. A set of nine pattern recognition meth-
ods R = {Ri}i=1,9 is used here, most of them having a low processing time,
easy to implement, and invariant to affine transforms such as translation, rota-
tion, or scaling. The descriptors computed on the shapes are: DC = { ART [8],
angular signature [1], GFD [22], Ellipticity,f0 and f2-histograms [12], moments
of Zernike [7], Yang [21], Radon signature [20]}. B1(9 classesx11samples) and
B2(18,12) are well-known sharvit’ databases (see figure 1).

Fig. 1. The first Sharvit’ database (B1)
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Fig. 2. Samples of the CVC database (B3)

Table 1. Recognition rates reached for each method

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 Mi Ma Me Ch

B1 93 59 98 48 74 50 96 85 66 43 99 78 100
B2 88 56 90 48 62 46 86 66 56 59 87 76 93
B3 80 30 38 22 20 46 80 76 56 46 82 78 89

B3(10x300) is a database kindly provided by the CVC Barcelone. Symbols
have been drawn by ten people using “anoto” concept. Few samples are provided
in figure 2.

An experimental study is carried out from each decision rules Ri, basic ag-
gregation operators as Min, Max, Median and the proposed method based on
Choquet integral.

For each test, a crossvalidation was applied (1/3 and 2/3). Table 1 shows the
good behavior of the method on these databases. The results reached indepen-
dently by each decision rule Ri are coherent with the amount of information
processed by associated features. Simple aggregation operators: minimum, max-
imum and median exhibit various behavior depending on the database. In terms
of recognition rates, only the maximum achieves better results than the best
simple DR on two databases. In comparison to the simple DRs and the sim-
ple aggregation operators, our fusion operators based on the Choquet integral
consistently achieve better results on each databases, in terms of recognition
rates. On each dataset, our recognition method at worse improves a little the
recognition rates; it never worsens them. Moreover a decreasing of the number of
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decision rules around 50% per class has been obtained. It allows to define a kind
of identity map per class consisting in the most suitable decision rules following
the application under consideration.

5 Conclusion

The algorithm appears well suited for the situation when no a priori knowledge
is available about the relevance of a set of decision rules for a given dataset,
or when the training set available is to small to build reliable decision rules, or
to determine which method is the best. It finds the best consensus between the
rules, taking their interaction into account, and discarding the undependable or
redundant ones. A way to merge both numerical and expert decision rules in
order to improve the recognition process is under consideration.
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